General Information
•
•
•
•
•

•

All services are by appointment only.
You will be assigned a check-in time by our scheduler and all animals must be picked up
THAT day, time will be given at drop off- usually around 3 pm.
We do not allow the public in the clinic room – only the check in area for drop off and pick
up.
We are a spay/neuter clinic only. We do not provide sick/well services or emergency
services to the public.
We ask for a donation to help us continue this service and cover our costs of $32 per cat.
All cats are fixed, given FVRCP vaccines and treated for present parasites. Unless you are
paying an adoption fee for a friendly inside cat we will tip the ear (snip off the tip).
If there are questions or info needed regarding the cats it must be provided prior to the
clinic or in writing supplied at check in, we do not offer consultation services, if you need
a consult you must use a veterinary clinic

All cats will be ear tipped. Ear tipping is an effective and universally accepted method to
identify a spayed or neutered cat. The right ear is tipped to id the cat in the future as being
fixed so it is not put thru the stress of re transport or repeat anesthesia
Check-in Procedures for Surgery Day:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upon arrival you will be asked to review and sign the surgery authorization form.
A volunteer will give you an approximate pick-up time.
At pick-up you will receive after-care instructions and any questions can be answered at
this time. If there are any issues specific to your cat, they will be discussed with you.
Check- in time is between 8:30 and 10 a.m. unless other arrangements have been made.
All cats must be in a carrier or a trap with a secured lid. For safety reasons, please do not
carry your cat loose in your arms or a box.
A feral cat must be in a trap or small carrier.
We will label and keep your cat in the carrier at the clinic and your cat will be returned to
you in its carrier or trap.
Once checked in you will leave with an approximate pick-up time.

Discharge Instructions:
•
•

Animals are released the same day of surgery in the afternoon. You will receive post op
instructions when you pick up your kitty
We do not provide boarding services and are closed with no volunteers available after 4
pm unless other arrangements have been made.

Please consider making a tax-deductible donation to Columbia Gorge Cat Rescue
501 3 c tax id #86-1164211

Our Clinics are made possible only through the generous donations of caring
people and our grant supporters

Very Important Discharge Information for Caregivers
By bringing your cats in for spay/neuter and vaccination, you have helped lessen the burden of cat
overpopulation. Please read this brochure carefully to ensure the best outcome for the cats! Full
recovery from anesthesia may take up to 24 hours so you will need to monitor the cats to provide the best
care possible.
Typically cats are picked up the same day of surgery, do not remove trapped cats from their traps until fully
recovered the day following surgery! Cats in carriers must remain in them until they are fully awake and
standing on their own.
Keep cats in a warm, sheltered area. Cats recovering from anesthesia are particularly prone to chilling
which will prolong recovery and can be dangerous.
Place newspapers or plastic on the floor to catch urine, stool and food that may fall to the floor. Elevating
the trap with bricks or rolled towels will ensure cats are not sitting in their waste. Cover traps loosely with
a large towel or blanket. This provides security and protection, essential for their safety, including for
nursing cats and kittens.
Many cats will be groggy and need to sleep overnight the day of surgery. Do not disturb them and reach
into the trap or carrier as they may bite in their state of confusion.

Normal Post Operative Conditions
Normal behavior during recovery may include deep sleep, head bobbing, dilated pupils , wobbly movements,
fast breathing and shivering.
No cat should be released the day after surgery if showing any of these symptoms!
There should be no bleeding from the surgical site during recovery. There may be some bleeding from the
ear tip up to the next day.
In female cats, the uterus and ovaries are removed through a small incision in the abdominal wall. All
sutures are absorbable on the inside and the very outer layer of skin is held together with
surgical glue.
In male cats, the scrotum is not removed, only the testicles, through two incisions, one in each side of the
scrotum. Male cats may appear as if they still have testicles. This is normal – the swelling should subside
gradually through the recovery period.
Please call us if you have questions. If you feel there is an emergency and no one is available at CGCR,
please call your local pet emergency clinic. The fees for care at a veterinary clinic are the responsibility of
the caregiver, not CGCR.
We recommend that you keep non-feral cats indoors for 10 days post surgery.

Food & Water Post Op
Only feed cats after they are fully alert and able to stand without being wobbly. Some cats may be able to
eat and drink a small amount the evening after surgery. About ¼ to ½ cup of wet food is usually well
tolerated with ½ “ of water added don’t leave free standing water with them – only added to food.
It is important not to feed them too much as they can vomit if they eat too much after anesthesia.
Most cats will not be fully awake to eat and drink until the day after surgery. The following day, feed them
a large meal and some water, again not completely filling the bowl. To feed and water feral cats in traps,
very carefully slide dishes under the sliding trap door. Use extreme caution to not let your fingers get within
biting or scratching distance

Releasing Trapped Cats
To release, point the back of the trap away from danger, such as a busy street. Take off the cover towel,
unlatch the sliding door and lift open. Stand back and patiently allow the cat to leave at its own pace.
Usually it will run away immediately.
If you need to relocate cats, please contact us for instructions on how to introduce barn cats.
If you have borrowed traps and carriers from Columbia Gorge Cat Rescue, please clean before returning as
arranged.

